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CONOCO project goes on: from the Survey to our meeting in Athens
The CONOCO: “COping with NO mobility during COrona Virus times: Learning from each other” E+ project
is now more than active with two new actions to be underlined.
The former is the Survey launched by the team. The Survey aimed at receiving different information about
how different people managed to stay active (physically and mentally) during the lockdown period due to
Covid-19 pandemic. All the partners promoted the Survey through as many possible channels.
The latter is the Short Term Training activity (1-4 September 2021), followed by a TP meeting (4-5
September 2021), all hosted in Athens, Greece.
All participants attended the both events: European Assciation of ERASMUS Coordinators (EAEC- Cyprus),
Volkshochschule Schrobenhausen EV, Germany, the University of Aegean, Greece, the Liceul Teoretic
"Tudor Arghezi", Romania, the Associazione Ada, Italy, ITIS P. Paleocapa, Italy and the Universitea Petrol
si Gaze Ploiesti, Romania.
The aim of this meeting was to learn about the different approaches to interviews and how to manage
focus groups and testimonials. On the first day, after a quick warm welcome, the focus was on Social
research and human behaviour, with an overview on positivism, theories and multi-strategy research. The
second day was about qualitative research methods, one-to-one interviews and focus groups with a quick
overview on ethnographic research. Furthermore, the group discussed about interviews as a research
method.
The afternoon was dedicated to a social event: a beautiful walk to the Acropolis so to feel the stunning
magnificence of Ancient Greece. All the partners were completely delighted at such a view.
The third day was dedicated to interviews communication skills and analysing qualitative data.
After the long enthusiastic day, the group gathered for a dinner altogether.
The fourth day was dedicated to presentations, National reports, group contributions and an invitation to
subscribe to our collaborative group on Epale platform. All documents are shared in our project Google
Drive.
After the training ended on 4 September, the TPM meeting started, which was dedicated to a more logistic
aspect, regarding deliveries, deliverables and national reports, plus an evaluation of the project so far and
a plan in the form of TO-DO-LIST for the coming weeks.
The group had a great time together and…we are looking for the next meeting to take place! It was such
an intense moment to be altogether, physically and not behind a screen…

EPALE INVITATION
(All partners and all Europeans are invited to Contribute)
We would appreciate your feedback in the project’s online platform held on Epale.

Please click here to know more about Epale and here to register in the platform.
If you want to subscribe to our blog, you can directly click here.

Invitation for Associated Partners
The project has already reached interest outside of the project’s consortium, as many organizations have
become associated partners. The project has proceeded to develop a related list including current
associated partners, from partner countries and beyond, who are involved in the project. You can easily
access this list of associated partners on the project website. Up to this moment the project has 34
associated partners.
If you wish your organization to become an Associate partner, please write to: info@co-no-co.eu
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